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Mission Statement
The S.O.S. is a rites of passage organization for Men within the jurisdiction of the Aboriginal
Republic of North America and the IPA. Its primary function is to teach train and instruct Aboriginal
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Men into the traditions, cultural value systems, moral code, and sciences and arts of the Original
People of the planet Earth. We aim to enhance the quality of life of all Men of the human family by
being advocates for and a living example of what it means to be civilized and the Father of
Civilization. Our Motto is a Nation can rise no higher than the state of its Women and thus if Man is
her primary protector then she cannot accomplish this without his support and protection and thus
we partake in the task of removing all of the effects of colonization upon the Original Men so that
we can actively engage in building our Nation and sustaining our nation in perfect harmony with our
Brothers our Wives and our most prized jewels our children.

Formulas for accomplishment of Our Mission
In order to accomplish the said mission of the S.O.S. we must understand the science and art of
governing oneself and the awesome power and responsibility of man in the governing science of
civilization.
The 12 Ministries of our Nation are the bedrock for implementing the cultivation of all Men and
women in our society-nation. They also show us the roots of the traditions that our ancestors lost
and how we are to reconfigure this traditional way of life of the Original People back into our lives.
Life is both an Art and a Science
The Science (Masculine) gives us the guide for the divine and absolute laws that are the
foundation of our spiritual success as a people. The Art (Feminine) shows us the beauty of life and
humanity and inspires us to love, nurture, and express ourselves freely within the confounds of the
law.
The S.O.S. rites of passage program is made to tap into the potential of all Original Men through
proper initiation into learning what Manhood is based on the Science and Art of life. We do request
all members to avoid those things that bring disgrace upon the Original Man and to implement
those things that bring confidence and accountability to Men. Simply put we are authentic in
expression not fad followers or trend hoppers. And definitely NO we are not above our people. We
simply understand that many of our brothers have been by default irresponsible in regards to their
duties as men due to colonization. We are here to end that irresponsibility and to regain the respect
our Nation deserves based upon our actions. This is the training we provide.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MORAL CONDUCT
The Aboriginal Republic of North America asks all Nationals to strive to carry the moral
conduct needed to establish order and justice for our People. With this in mind we place the 42
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declarations of Law (MA'A1) into this S.O.S. Manual from our Constitution as a Moral Code for
all Nationals. The word Ma'a means the Law of Manifestation and is THE law of the universe
meaning that every cause produces an effect thus the law of the Creator is Perfect and
NEVER unjust. The weighing of the scales of life and how they move is ALL based on our
actions and NOTHING else. Maa, then is that which is right, truth, justice, harmony, and
reciprocity and whether it works in our best interests is SOLELY based on our behavior and
level of a knowledge of self. Ma’at is the Outcome of the laws of Maa. The Moral Code below
simply entails the laws that create a moral people, community, and Nation. This is the only true
Sovereignty, the making and maintenance of Peace. The 42 Laws of Ma’a were first inscribed
by Aboriginals into the Papyrus of Ani in the 18th Dynasty of Ta-Muuray during the rule of our
Aboriginal forefathers and foremothers. The Ancient Aboriginals of Ta-Muuray (so called
Ancient Egypt) who are spread throughout the Earth are the founders of civilization after the
great earth cataclysms. These principles do not conflict with the religious and spiritual rights of
any Nationals, group, or community and are placed in this Constitution to create a unified
foundation for moral discipline and order within this Rites of Passage Society.
42 Law declarations
A MORAL Paradigm of Guidance
The adherent is instructed to read the statements in the Morning (at Sunrise) as I will not
and if the actions during the day are balanced they can read the statement, as I have not at
Sunset.

1. I will not/have not done violence
2. I will not/have not Stolen
3. I will not/have not done unlawful killing nor Harm
4. I will not/have not stolen food
5. I will not/have not swindled Offerings/Donations
6. I will not/have not acted deceitfully
7. I will not/have not told lies
8. I will not/have not wasted food
9. I will not/have not caused anyone or anything unjust pain
10. I will not/have not closed my ears to the truth
11. I will not/have not committed adultery
12. I will not/have not caused anyone grief by way of injustice.
13. I will not/have not committed fornication nor lain with others of my same sex
14. I will not/have not engaged in unlawful degrading speech
15. I will not/ have not laid waste to the ploughed land
16. I will not/have not stolen anyone’s land
17. I will not/have not been an eavesdropper/gossiper
18. I will not/have not falsely accused anyone
Ma’at is a Neter [Ancestral Energy- Force] of our Ancestors. A Neter is a Spiritual Force. Culturally
speaking it represents Law, Truth, order, justice, and reciprocity.
1
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19. I will not/have not committed a transgression against my own value system
20. I will not/have not seduced anyone’s wife/ husband
21. I will not/have not polluted myself
22. I will not/have not terrorized anyone
23. I will not/ have not polluted the earth
24. I will not/ have not acted without self control
25. I will not/ have not cursed the Creator
26. I will not/ have not caused unjust grief to others
27. I will not/ have not caused Disruption of peace
28. I will not/ have not acted hastily or without reason and thought
29. I will not/ have not overstepped the boundaries of my rights
30. I will not/ have not unlawfully exaggerated my words when speaking
31. I will not/ have not worked injustice
32. I will not/ have not used unjust thoughts words nor deeds
33. I will not/ have not polluted the water
34. I will not/ have not spoken angrily nor arrogantly without purpose
35. I will not/ have not unjustly cursed anyone in thoughts, words and deeds
36. I will not/ have not unlawfully placed myself on a pedestal
37. I will not/ have not spoken scornfully in an unjust manner
38. I will not/ have not stolen from nor disrespected the deceased
39. I will not/ have not unlawfully taken food from a child
40. I will not/ have not acted with insolence by way of injustice
41. I will not/ have not unjustly slaughtered animals
42. I will not/ have not violated natural law

THE ABOVE LAWS ARE EXCLUSIVELY THE HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION OF ARNA & ARE
ONLY SUBJECT TO INTERPRETATION BY ARNA DEPARTMENTS OR COURTS
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Memorizing the Preamble
We the people of the Aboriginal Republic of North America, asserting our Natural Aboriginal Rights
as the oldest recorded Aboriginal Indigenous peoples of the Earth in every part, consisting of an
International Union of Sovereign Groups, Religions, and Ways of Life of Nationals and peoples in
accord with Divine Law [The Law of Our Ancestors] do hereby recognize all Nationals of the
Aboriginal Republic of North America as a Unified Community, establish our Divine Right to selfrule, a common defense of our International Community, a complete unified will for progress and
prosperity by and for Our People, establishing justice by way of natural law and equality, and
complete autonomy throughout the Earth.

The 12 Ministries
Defense and Intelligence
1) Self Defense Classes
2) General Orders
3) Being Watchful of our Behaviors as Fathers, Brothers, Sons

Self Defense Classes will be provided to Brothers by
S.O.S. Members and or Aboriginal Guard
Sisters will learn – How to protect and secure meetings
a) Through search procedures
b) Holding Post and examining audiences
c) Coordinating posts and security teams
d) Clearances for firearms and training
e) Martial Arts Defense and Offense Training
f) Emergency preparedness Training
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General Orders
Protection and the ability to defend oneself and family is the first law of nature (Self Preservation).
In SOS our behaviors and alertness and most essentially our preparedness is what allows us to
protect ourselves. In order to accomplish full protection we request all SOS members to recite and
remember our General Orders so that we have a synchronized set of values amongst the
brotherhood
1) To take charge of this post and all ARNA Property in view
2) To walk my post in a perfect manner keeping always on the alert
3) To report all violations of orders I am instructed to enforce
4) To report all calls from posts more distant from headquasrters than my own
5) To quit my post only when properly relieved
6) To receive obey and pass on to the sentinel who relieves me all orders from the commanding
officer, officer of the day and non-commissioned officer of the guard only
7) To talk to no one except in the line of duty
8) In case of disorder sound the alarm Allah-U Akbar
9) To allow no one to commit a nuisance on or near my post
10) In any cases not covered by instruction call the guard
11) To address all officers and standards not cased
12) To be especially watchful at night and during the time of meetings

Being Watchful of Our Behaviors
Dress & Appearance
All Original Men who practice righteousness civilization and proper conduct as Men should avoid
all ways of the colonizers that disrupt our science of life. With that being said most of us take on the
dress of the colonizers and often it is gay men at the head of deciding what most people in America
call standard dress. We must avoid this and bring back the Power and appearance of righteous
Men. Real Women are attracted to righteous conduct and appearance in Men and if you are not
married and want to attract a real woman into your circumference then your appearance has
everything to do with attracting the right woman.

S.O.S. Dress Rules:
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1.) Honor is the theme here. Original Men do not wear unkept hair or beards. All Brothers
should be clean. We do not wear sagging jeans, clothes that expose our bodies or private
parts.
Men should always be clean, upright, and exude the confidence that comes with being
Original.

Economics and Engineering
All Men in the society should strive to become aware of the financial opportunities in the ARNA/IPA
Community and in their local community
Economic Opportunities in ARNA
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Financial Recovery – Individual and Business portfolio Clearance
Business set –up and Tax Exemption Implementation
Health Masters- Aboriginal Doctor Certification
Law Masters Aboriginal Jurist Certification
Cosmology Certification
Aboriginal Global Media Positions
ARNA Information and Media Distribution
Investments

Communications and Diplomacy
All SOS Members should be advocates of the unity of all Original People and should use the
ARNA/IPA example of that unity. Be diligent at understanding the demographics of your local
communities
1) Set up an Organization Booklist listing all of the Men’s groups associations, organizations,
radio shows TV shows, etc… in your local community
2) Insure all SOS members have access to the contacts for these entities and reach out to
these entities for resource sharing in order to build links in the society
3) Once a Month Do a Show on Aboriginal Media dedicated to Men
4) Use the SOS website to promote the SOS organization

Community Action and Family
SOS as a community organization should work to implement cultural events for the family and take
part in educating communities about Nationality and Birthrights as Indigenous Peoples.
SOS along with DOS will administer at least 2 events annually promoting community action and
Strong Families including, Annual World Indigenous Conference (Every August), Ramadan Winter
Solstice Celebration (1 Month Abstaining Studying Heritage of the Moors and End of the Month
Ramadan Festival December) Winter Solstice Celebration, Vernal Equinox and Summer Solstice
Arts and Culture Day
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Arts and Culture
SOS promotes the participation of Children in Arts and Culture as an opportunity to stimulate
interest of the youth in Indigenous Culture through
1) Production of Indigenous Literature for Children By the SOS in conjunction with DOS
2) Dance and Drumming celebrations for Children
3) Talent Exhibitions, Hip Hop Spoken Word, Musical Instruments, Singing, Athletic events
for children and adults, Painting,
4) Collecting Heritage about Aboriginal Men

Health and Human Service
ALL SOS members should take the societies course on The Aboriginal Diet
Learning how to prepare living foods will enhance each Man’s home vibration and environment as
the woman is the original chemist from the kitchen and the man is the support and guide for his
woman. If the kitchen is her laboratory in which she passes her vibration of love to her family then
she should feel secure that he can assist and also carry out the duties for the family.
Objectives
1)
2)
3)
4)

Produce a manual of Aboriginal Living foods for each member
Selected wives of SOS members will provide a dish at each meeting
THE SOS will be responsible paying the DOS to cater all ARNA events meetings etc.
Upon Opening of ARNA/ARNA headquarters Building the DOS will start an Organization
business café serving Aboriginal food to all staff and the SOS will financially support this
venture

Aboriginal Bio-Cosmology Course
All SOS members who are in good standing in the society and the organization and have been
members for at least 6 months get a 50% discount on the Aboriginal Bio-Cosmology Course
Cosmology Course
All SOS members who are in good standing and complete the preliminary requirements for the
aboriginal rites of passage can take the Level -1 Cosmology Course for Free.

Law and Justice
All SOS members will be familiar with the ARNA Constitution -See Declaration of rights for
Indigenous Peoples
And the Constitution for the Aboriginal Republic of North America as well as the ARNA Protocol
Manual
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ALL SOS members who are in good standing in the society and the organization and have been
members for at least 6 months get a 50% discount on the Aboriginal Jurist Certification

Births and Deaths
The DOS is the arm of the society that has developed our Aboriginal Birth Specialists (Midwives)
and Dullah Certification. Our aim is to teach and train Indigenous women in natural childbirth in
order to protect the sacredness of childbirth. The Mother ,Child, and Father deserve a safe loving
environment for this great event of manifestation. Men are to take these courses with their wives in
order to be fully prepared for childbirth.
In order to insure the integrity and privacy of women no Man should have to expose her
sacredness to any other man besides her husband. With this sacred understanding in mind Men
along with their wives should be the primary advocators of natural childbirth in well-guarded and
sacred environments of peace relaxation and security. The modality of the birth processes used by
the colonizer creates stressful environments, embarrassment, and an inability for a woman to relax
around loved ones in the delivery of her children. Men have the duty to assist in providing and
securing this environment.
DOS Birth Specialists
DOS members may take the Aboriginal Birth Specialist Certification Classes in order to become
specialized in the various techniques implemented to insure safe delivery of the child and proper
protection of the mother through proper training. SOS members will also take this course with their
wives.
The Legal Side of Birth
As Aboriginals we use Affidavits of Birth and Baptismal Records instead of corporate birth
Certificate Bonds
All SOS members will be taught by Law Masters amongst the group how to secure the identity of
their children when born through proper Indigenous recording Processes
ARNA has sparked a revolution with at home births among the Original people and we want to
continue to promote this sacred science through proper guidance knowledge and classes that
provide the necessary knowledge to bring our children into the world.
Deaths
In Aboriginal Sciences death is transition back to the realm of the ancestors. In order to insure
proper transition SOS will teach burial procedures to all members which includes:
Proper meditation before handling the body of a deceased person
How to clean and oil the body
How to wrap the body
Prayers invoked over the deceased
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Legal Recoding of a Certificate of Deaths will be handled by Aboriginal Jurists/Law Masters
amongst DOS members

Education and Philosophy
Our Ministry of Education has embarked upon the goal of completing our 36-week curriculum for
students ages 3-17.
We are operating an online Indigenous Curriculum for all Nationals of ARNA through our Aboriginal
University-Academy of Universal Science for Indigenous Peoples.
This program will be available for all SOS members at a discount rate.
SOS members may also become instructors once they take the proper Teachers Certification.

Civics and Management
The Civic Structure of the SOS will consist of the Following
SOS Chief Executive – manages SOS rites of passage society Selected by S.O.S. and D.O.S.
Prime Minister – assist with public relations of SOS under supervision of SOS Chief Executive
Secretarial Minister – Records keeper for C.E. and P.M.
Department of Operations Minister – Organizer producing reports for SOS Community interaction
Internal Jural Society (elected by quorum or other agreed upon method as needed to settle
disputes)
Volunteers for Ministries and Projects as elected by quorum

Science and Technology
All SOS Members will partake in classes that teach the earth sciences, home food gardening and
agriculture and home technologies that provide safety, resourcefulness of energy and economics,
and advancement of civilization

Cosmology and Spirituality
All SOS members will become learned in the common spiritual systems of Indigenous Peoples
globally. By Spiritual Systems we mean the essence of being a whole people. Cosmology is
essentially a study of ones position in the Universe, and as the fathers of civilization it is our
responsibility to understand the Cosmic Role of the Father and implement it for our Nation. To do
so we must be wise to our ancient systems of study while at the same time divorcing ourselves
from the filth of the distortions colonizers have placed on Indigenous Life Systems. We set aside
time to study language tradition, culture, Astro-Studies, Ancient Bio-Health Systems, Law and
family systems, proper economic systems that are balanced in their ability to provide
resourcefulness to all aboriginals. The Course on Cosmology Level 1 is Free for all members.
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MEMBERSHIP- Membership in DOS is subject to ARNA review in the realms of genetic lineage,
background check, marriage status, ability to recite Prime Lesson 1 and Aboriginal Mathematics.
The DOS Manual is an Extension of ARNA Protocol laws.

Summary
The SOS is again thankful to the participation of all of its members and may we work together as
the Original Father of Civilization to bring a renaissance of the culture of Indigenous Peoples for
the upliftment of humanity through the principle of Fatherhood
Contacts for ARNA
www.xitribe.com
www.governmentreparations.org
www.aboriginalmedicaassociation.com
www.aboriginaluniversity.com

Contact 1-888-574-9042
© ARNA – Xi Amaru Tribal Entreprises © IPA ©

Prime Lesson 1 for Aboriginal Initiates Only S.O.S - D.O.S. of the O.M. © Amaru Namaa Taga Xi-Ali & Heirs

1. Who are the Original People?
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The Original People are the Xi people. We are the Oldest Civilization on Earth. Our manifestation
on this plane goes back approximately 41 Octillion Years to the Halah K’ahba (Creators Image)
and is recorded at The K’ahba in Xi land also called Mexico. Essentially We are Allah (Originally
Halah) the Self Created Nation, The Natural Owners of the Planet Earth, the Fathers and Mothers
of Civilization, the Gods and Goddesses of All. We are the very Nature of the Universe.
2. Who are the Colored People?
The Colored People are the ones who are not original, the grafted devolved races, who are
unnatural to the planet earth and the universe. They are the Foreigners who want to dictate the
destiny of the Original People.
3. What is the population of the Original People?
One cannot quantify that which is infinite.
4. What is the Population of the Devils?
They are the minority soon to be removed by the Supreme Beings.
5. What is the area in square miles of the planet Earth?
a. How much is the land?
b. How much is the water?
The square mileage of the planet Earth is approximately 196,940,000 square miles. The land is
approximately 57,255,000 square miles and the water is approximately 139,685,000 square miles, however
these change due to geologic cataclysms.. The original square mileage of the surface of the planet earth was
much greater before our first cataclysm, which gave us our current Moon. According to the Last Messenger
our current Moon will be replaced by a star, which will repair the Earths Magnetic Field.

6. What are the exact square miles of useful land used everyday by the total population of the planet
Earth?
The wise people know that all 196,940,000 square miles of the earth are used.
7. How much of this useful land is used by the Original People?
Every atom for they are the Creators and Destroyers. There are approximately 66 trillion Atoms
covering the surface of the planet Earth.
8. How much of this useful land is used by the Devils?
It matters not for their time has expired.
9. What is the birth record of the Original People?
The Original People have no birth record for there is no beginning to the Original Nation and no
end.
10. What is the Birth Record of the grafted nations and the devils?
The grafted nations are traced back to the pole-shift cataclysms approximately 12,960 years ago
from the date of this writing, the current year being 2011 on the devils calendar, which is 15096 on
the Aboriginal Calendar or the 13th Baktun (13.0.0.0.0.). Then came the experiments to reform
them. The Grafted devils on the other hand can be traced back to the Moon Women, The iah-kubs
also known as Amazons, who gave birth to the core concepts of Christianity and the (devils) races
of Zeus through experiments with parthenogenesis and gynogenesis.
Aboriginal Mathematics for Aboriginal Initiates Only – S.O.S. - D.O.S. O.M. ©
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1) What is Aboriginal Mathematics? The ability to measure naturally.
It is the 10 Aspects of Self
2) Name them.
0=Space or the Cipher complete Peace composed of Black Magnetons or Dark Matter and Dark
Energy
1=Light or Thinking 2= Air or Communication 3=Water or Environment 4=Earth or Memory
5=Hot or Energetic 6=Cold or Relaxed 7=Wet or Social 8=Dry or Isolation
9= Completion which is Man and Woman also known as The Creators
3) What is Original Light?
It is the activation of magnetons, the element of all waves. Seen light covers W.R.O.Y.G.B.I.V. Beyond that
is the circle of the 0 and 9. Original Light equals the principle of Thinking.
4) What is Original Earth?
It is the elements of matter or particles (Crystal formations of Magnetons). There are 7 elemental formations
of earth on the molecular level, which We naturally combine to give us all formations of organic life. Earth
equals the Principle of memory.
5) What is Original Air?
It is the gas emitted from plants as a result of interfacing with light. We created plants to serve our
existence. Original Air equals the principle of communication.
5) What is Original Water?
It is the product of the melting of Cosmic Ice. It is the combination of all of the other aspects of self? Water
equals the Principle of environment.
7) What is temperature?
It is a condition of elements that gives us Hot Cold and all that is between. We use it to determine our
degree of density. Hot equals the condition energetic. Cold equals the condition relaxed.
8) What is Moisture?
It is the condition of elements that gives us Wet Dry and all that is between. It is the measurable degree of
the ability to absorb one thing into another. Wet equals the condition known as social. Dry equals the
condition of being isolated.
9) What then is 0? Space or the Cipher
It is the place of the origin of all things, complete peace, Infinite and Black.
10) What then is 9? Resurrected Man and Resurrected Woman, The Original People
They are the Supreme Beings of existence, the ones who have the power to manifest Their Will at all times.
They are the We, acting in Unity.
11) What is the black star? It is the secret of the BIRTH of the O.M. created as a tool to bring back perfect
order and mathematics in our universe.
12) What is the name of the ones who master Aboriginal Mathematics?
The X-Klan. Ajaw or Mahdi for Men and Nana-Ix or Mahadiah for Women. One who masters the alchemy of
their Aboriginal Mathematics is a perfect 10 and understands the root of all things.
13) What is the sole purpose of the O.M.?
To establish a universal government of peace in which we can all live in peace together.
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